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BCMB/CHEM 8190, BIOMOLECULAR NMR
MIDTERM - 02/28/14

Instructions: This is an open book, limited time, exam. You may use notes you have from class
and any text book you find useful. You will have 50 minutes to complete the exam. Write your
answers and name on the exam; turn it in at the end of the period.

•

1) (21 pts) 13C at 11.7T has a Larmor frequency of 125 MHz compared to 500 MHz for !H.
Assuming we observe directly with no magnetization transfer between nuclei and that we
have enriched carbon sites to 100% 13C answer the following.

a) Assuming equal efficiency of our instrumentation and equal concentrations of nuclei,
what is the signal intensity (not S/N) for 13C observation relative to !H observation?
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b) If we wanted to improve the quality (S/N) of a one hour 13C spectrum (direct
observation, no proton enhancement) by a factor of two, how long would you have to
time average?
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c) What field strength (operating frequency for protons) would you have to use to get a
factor of two improvement in 13C signal (not S/N) compared to 125 MHz?

2) (30 pts) We use the following pulse sequence to collect a series of FIDs at different delays, T.
We have a sample of water (!H2O) in a rather inhomogeneous magnetic field, with two
volume elements above and below the center of our sample having spins precessing at higher
and lower freemen cies than our reference frequency.
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a) In a rotating frame at the reference frequency, sketch vector diagrams for spins in the two
volume elements at times, before the 90° pulse (equilibrium), after the 90° pulse, after the
first delay T, after the 180° pulse and after the second delay, T. Show directions of precession
in each.
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b) After Fourier transforming the fids we find that the amplitudes at T values of 0.0s, 2.0s, and
4.0s are 1.0, 0.368, and 0.135. What is the T2 of the water protons?
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c) If we were to collect FIDs at more T values, collect amplitudes, and transform as a function of
T, what would the line width in the indirect dimension be?

d) Is there a magnet inhomogeneity contribution to this width?

e) If we want to be sure that we start each pulse sequence near equilibrium (-95%) and Tl=2s,
how long would dl have to be?
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3) (21 pts) To the right is a piece of a sialic acid molecule.

The dihedral angles between H4 and H3' and H4 and H3 "
are about 60° and 180° respectively, (assume the only
protons are those shown)

a) Sketch a ID proton spectrum showing the relative chemical
shift positions of H4 and H3 protons.
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b) Show a multiple! structure for H4 that qualitatively reflects the Karplus relation, assuming
H3' and H3" have significantly different chemical shifts
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c) Sketch a multiplet structure for H4 assuming H3' and H3" have identical chemical shifts.
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4) (28 pts) We have a two spin system (11,12 = 1/2) that has experienced a 90x pulse followed
by a delay that left it in a state represented by the product operator 2IlxI2z. We subject this
state to a second 90x pulse.

a) What is the product operator representation of the new state?

b) What is the density matrix representation of the new state?
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The a a - PP element evolves in the presence of a magnetic field modified by chemical
shieldings of spins 1 and 2 that give rise to chemical shift offsets of co 1 and co 2. Rotation
operators suggest elements transform as exp(iA Ht) where A H is in the difference in the
Hamiltonian evaluated for the a a and p p states, hi the rotating frame, for our case

a2I2z).

c) Evaluate the Hamiltonian for the a a and p p states

d) At what frequency in the rotating frame does the a a - P P element oscillate?


